
1. Why should I consider solar energy?
Solar energy allows you to stay locked in at a low electric rate, providing stability amidst
rising utility costs. After a certain amount of time, your locked in rate turns into zero
dollars and you achieve energy independence. By taking control of your utility situation,
you can protect yourself from inflation and ensure manageable bills in the long term.

2. How does solar energy help me financially?
Your utility rates are absolutely going to continue to increase, whereas solar energy
offers a fixed, reduced rate. Even if your bill is currently manageable, switching to solar
ensures you maintain control over your situation and avoid future rate hikes. By
switching to solar, you will save money from your current bill and with the state and
federal incentives, you are being paid to go solar on top of what you will automatically
save.

3. Can I afford solar energy?
Many homeowners believe they can't afford solar, but state and federal incentives make
it more accessible than ever. Our no-cost solar program is designed to help all
homeowners, regardless of financial status, benefit from solar energy. If you are a
resident of New Jersey and have bad credit, ask our experts about the no credit
program.

4. How does solar energy impact retirees or those on a fixed income?

Our program is particularly beneficial for retirees or those on a fixed income. By locking
in a reduced rate, you can secure savings that will help alleviate financial strain,
especially as utility rates continue to rise.
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5. How soon can I start saving with solar?

With our newer, easier program, you can start seeing savings in as little as months upon
install. Additionally, transferring ownership to a new homeowner is simple, requiring just
a signature.

6. Will solar energy increase the value of my home?
On average, solar energy increases home value by 7-9%. This is an investment that not
only saves you money but also adds value to your property. At the end of the day, solar
is a home improvement, therefore adding value to your home. Ask yourself, if you are
looking to buy a house, wouldn’t the less bills be better?

7. What about concerns regarding roof damage or fires?
Our in-house roofing service ensures proper installation that protects your roof and
panels. We have trained experts that solely do installations so there is no issue for
homeowners. Solar panels are mounted with brackets, minimizing damage and
ensuring safety. Less than 1% of home fires are attributed to solar, and firefighters are
trained to handle them effectively. If you find yourself asking this question, it is
important to find a company, like ours, that doesn’t cut corners when it comes to
installation, electrical and any other type work done on your property.

8. How do I know if solar energy is right for me?
Our experts will assess your situation and provide personalized recommendations.
We're here to address any concerns and help you make an informed decision about
solar energy. When it comes to solar energy, it is so specific to your house. This is why
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our team experts show you the exact savings and break down your electric bill step by
step with you.

9. How can I learn more about solar programs and incentives?
We're here to answer your questions and provide additional information on new solar
programs and incentives. Let us help you take control of your utility bill and start saving
with solar energy. Each state has different incentives. The Federal Income Tax Credit
(FITC) is 30% towards your system.

Have more questions? Contact us today!
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